We present a technology for the fabrication of cantilever arrays aimed to develop an integrated biosensor micro-system. The fabrication process is based on spin coating of the photosensitive polymer and near-ultraviolet exposure. Arrays of up to 33 microcantilevers are fabricated in the novel polymer material SU-8. The low Young's modulus of the polymer, 40 times lower than that of silicon, enables to improve the sensitivity of the sensor device for target detection. The mechanical properties of SU-8 cantilevers, such as spring constant, resonant frequency and quality factor are characterized as a function of the dimensions and the medium. The devices have been tested for measurement of the adsorption of single stranded DNA and subsequent interstitial adsorption of lateral spacer molecules. We demonstrate that sensitivity is enhanced by a factor of six compared to that of commercial silicon nitride cantilevers.
Introduction
Recent advances in microfabrication technologies have triggered new applications for micro/nano-tools. Microcantilevers, such as those used in Atomic Force Microscopes, have been recently employed as a new class of biosensors [1, 2] . The so-called nanomechanical biosensors have demonstrated that they are capable of detecting singlebase mismatches in oligonucleotide hybridization [2] as well as performing protein recognition [3, 4] with extreme sensitivity. Among the advantages of nanomechanical biosensors are the potential for performing local, high resolution and label-free molecular recognition measurements on a portable device. Also, the reduced sensor area allows drastic decrease of the reagent consumption.
The working principle for nanomechanical biosensors relies on the induced surface stress that arises when molecules bind to a surface [5] . When a monolayer of molecules is immobilized on one side of the cantilever, a cantilever deflection results from the differential surface stress between opposite sides of the cantilever.
The cantilever deflection, Δz, resulting from this difference in surface stress can be approximated by [6] ,
where E is the Young's modulus, ν is Poisson ratio, t and L are thickness and length of the beam and Δσ 1 -Δσ 2 accounts for the differential surface stress.
Usually, cantilever deflection is measured by the optical leverage technique but also other alternative read-out methods have been used, such as interferometric detection [7] and integrated piezoresistive read-out [8, 9] . Usually, silicon or silicon nitride cantilevers, as those designed for AFM imaging, are employed both in the static [2] [3] [4] [5] [7] [8] [9] [10] and dynamic modes [11, 12] . Most commonly, cantilevers are disposed after each measurement. Hence, a fabrication technology capable of obtaining highly sensitive devices while production costs and fabrication time are kept low, would be very valuable for the future development of sensors for point-of-care applications or environmental control devices [4] .
Here we present a technology for the fabrication of polymeric cantilevers to be used as biochemical sensors. The fabrication process is based on spin coating of a photosensitive polymer and near-ultraviolet exposure. It does not require any silicon moulds or long KOH etching steps, since cantilever biosensors do not need a tip, as opposed to cantilevers for AFM imaging [13] .
The cantilever fabrication process presented is inexpensive, fast and reliable. Also, The polymer fabrication technique provides a convenient way to realize arrays of multiple sensors and to integrate them into a miniaturized biochemical analysis system [8, 14] .
The feasibility of the application of a polymeric cantilever for biological detection is demonstrated by measuring the immobilization process of thiolated single stranded DNA (ssDNA) on a gold-coated cantilever. The response of SU-8 cantilevers is compared to that of commercial silicon nitride cantilevers. The high sensitivity of polymeric cantilevers envisions the development of sensitive DNA nanomechanical chips that could be integrated with microfluidics for sample delivery, providing fast and sensitive biosensors for real time measurements.
Materials and reagents
The sensors presented in this work are fabricated in the polymer SU-8 (MicroChem Corp.) [15, 16] . SU-8 is an epoxy-based photoresist. It has a high chemical resistance, which makes it a suitable component material. The resist is compatible with conventional microfabrication techniques and it is relatively easy and fast to process.
The use of SU-8 polymer has recently become interesting for the fabrication of passive components such as microfluidic devices [14] . Also, AFM probes [13] and cantilevers with integrated strain gauge readout in a microliquid system [8] have been fabricated in SU-8.
DNA oligonucleotides were commercially prepared by Integrated DNA Technologies.
The DNA probes were 12 nucleotides in length and synthesized with a thiol linker group (HS-(CH 2 ) 6 -), in order to form a self assembled monolayer onto the cantilever's gold-coated side. The spacer molecule, 6-Mercapto-1-hexanol (MCH), was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. For MCH treatment, a 1mM solution was prepared and introduced into the liquid cell after oligonucleotides immobilization. Immobilization buffer was prepared with 50 mM phosphate buffered (PB) ph 7.0, from Fluka, and NaCl 0.5 M.
Measurement set-up
Cantilever deflection measurements were carried out by using the well-known optical beam deflection method employed in most atomic force microscopes. A laser beam is focused on the back of the cantilever and reflected to a segmented photodiode. The photocurrents from the upper and lower segments are amplified and connected to a data acquisition card (National Intruments) for deflection monitoring in real-time.
Acquisition software was programmed in Labview (National Instruments). Cantilever movements are recorded as the current intensity difference between upper and lower segments in the photodiode. 
Cantilever design and fabrication
The cantilever arrays were designed to fit in commercial fluidic headers. Arrays of 9, 15, 17 and 33 cantilevers of different dimensions were fabricated (see table 1 ).
Cantilevers were fabricated with different lengths (100 μm and 200 μm) and widths (20, 30 and 50 μm). Cantilever thickness was varied from 1.3 μm to 2 μm.
The process sequence for the fabrication of the devices is shown in figure 2 . A silicon wafer is used during the process as a support for the multiple SU-8 and metallic layers.
First, a layer of 5 nm/50 nm/50 nm Cr/Au/Cr is deposited onto the wafer ( figure 2(a) ).
This metal layer will be used to release the chips from the wafer in a wet chromium etch. A 1.5 μm thick SU-8 layer is spun over the wafer (500 rpm for 5 s, followed by 5000 rpm for 30 s) and pre-baked at 90 ºC to evaporate most of the solvent. A thin titanium layer is used to improve the adhesion of gold to SU-8. The gold layer allows reflection of the laser beam, and it is also crucial for surface stress-based bio/chemical detection, in which composition of the opposite surfaces must be different for differential adsorption. Moreover, the gold coating is ideal for strong anchorage of proteins and nucleic acids using self-assembly chemistry. Afterwards, the SU-8 is hard baked at 120 ºC for 1 minute. Finally, a 400 μm thick layer of SU-8 is spun onto the wafer to define the support for the cantilever array structure (see figure 2(f)) and the completed devices are released in wet chromium etch ( figure 2(g) ). Optical images of the finished devices are shown in figure 3.
Mechanical Characterizacion
In order to measure the spring constant (k) of the fabricated cantilevers, we used an AFM silicon nitride cantilever (Olympus) which was previously calibrated. In this experimental set-up, the AFM cantilever tip is placed in contact with the free end of the SU-8 cantilever, which is placed on top of a piezoelectric tube that allows precise vertical motion. We measure the deflection of the AFM cantilever, whilst the piezoelectric tube is extended hundreds of nm in cyclic sweeps. Thus, deflection vs. peaks were fitted with the damped harmonic oscillator model to determine the resonant frequency and quality factor. We have studied the resonance frequency and the quality factor both in air and liquid environment. In table 1, we present a summary of the studied parameters. The decrease of the resonant frequency and Q when cantilevers are immersed in water, is produced by the drag force generated in liquids [17] .
As stated in equation (1), the sensitivity of the cantilever is given by its dimensions and mechanical material properties. The polymer used here has a Young's modulus of about 5 GPa, 40 times smaller than that of silicon [18] . This allows fabricating cantileversensors with high sensitivity. Also, the dimensions of the cantilevers can be controlled in a very simple way. Cantilever length and width result from the chosen design of the masks for photolithography, but cantilever thickness can be tuned by simply choosing different spinning speeds during polymer deposition. So, even by using the same photolithography masks and in the same batch or even within the same array, cantilevers with different mechanical properties can be realized.
Characterization of DNA immobilization
The performance of SU-8 cantilevers was tested in the static mode by monitoring the adsorption of thiolated ss-DNA on gold.
Prior to immobilization experiments, cantilevers were cleaned first by rinsing in isopropanol, acetone, ethanol and DI water, in this same sequence, followed by a 10 s immersion in a mixture of HCl an HNO 3 in proportion 3:1 in volume. This procedure yields a fresh and clean gold surface which is crucial for an efficient thiol immobilization.
To test the performance of the devices, we have injected 20 ml of a 2 μM solution of thiolated ss-DNA in buffer solution. The ssDNA is modified with a thiol linker, SH-(CH 2 ) 6 -, for attachment to the gold-coated side via the covalent bond between the sulfur and gold atoms. The SU-8 cantilever used for this experiment was 200 μm long and 1.3 μm thick.
After injection of 2 μM thiolated ss-DNA, the cantilever bends away from the gold coated surface during the formation of the self-assembled monolayer (see figure 5 ). This indicates that chemisorption of thiolated DNA produces a compressive surface stress.
This is in agreement with previous works and it is probably related to the electronic redistribution on gold due to the S/Au bond [19] and to the electrostatic and steric repulsion between the molecular chains. Figure 5 shows the deflection signal during the injection of the sample solution. Cantilever bending after completion of the layer is of Compared to a silicon nitride commercial cantilever, the cantilever deflection for the immobilization of 2 μM thiolated ss-DNA was six times larger for these new polymeric The quality factor measured in air and liquid is also presented. 
